to grow tobacco protoplasts 7 . The higher regeneration rate of mosses, however, should overcome this disadvantage.
Two different types of protoplasts were distinguishable: smaller protoplasts (0 40^) containing many large plastids and others (0 100 p) with smaller plastids. The large protoplasts were derived mostly from the midribs and basal parts of the thallus. The relative proportions of the two types depended more or less on the age of the cultures used. The maximal protoplast concentration was obtained with 4 -6 week old material. After KLEINSCHMIDT and ZAHN 1 first used protein films to display DNA molecules, their procedure became a standard tedinique of current nucleic acid research 2 . Preparations by this technique are usually contrasted for electron microscopy by heavy-metal shadowing (two-angle or rotary) or by uranyl ion staining (commonly referred to as positive staining of DNA 3 ). Supported by extremely thin carbon films, even DNA preparations without appositional contrast could be observed by bright or dark field electron microscopy 4 ' 5 . Another way for visualizing genetic material was followed by MILLER et al. 6 . Transcription complexes, consisting of DNA, RNA and protein, were sedimented onto the grids by centrifugation, and contrasted by using phosphotungstic acid (PTA) as a protein specific stain.
During our attempts to characterize DNA from meiotic yeast cells, we also tried MILLER'S staining procedure on KLEINSCHMIDT preparations of purified DNA. The result was unexpectedly satisfactory (Fig. 1*) cytochrome c to appear continuously stained by a protein specific dye, yet the protein film is thin enough not to obscure the DNA threads by PTA bound to spread cytodirome c molecules. Photographs of unstained but otherwise comparable preparations showed that PTA caused most of the contrast. Preparations of singlestranded DNA (Fig. 2) were contrasted to about the same extent as double-stranded DNA, so that the degree of strandedness may not be inferred from pictures alone, as was also noticed by KLEINSCHMIDT 4 . Overall contrast was better the thinner the supporting carbon film could be made, though initial reinforcement by collodion 4 was not used. The method described here involves considerably less effort than shadow-casting, and may therefore be especially useful in routine work.
Staining procedure: The DNA-containing cytochrome c film is picked up by a carbon coated grid. The water droplet is removed by absolute ethanol. The grid is then touched with filter paper to absorb excess ethanol. dipped immediately, for 60 sec, into a freshly prepared mixture (1:1 by volume) of a 4% aqueous solution of phosphotungstic acid and absolute ethanol, rinsed in 50% ethanol and in absolute ethanol for 10 sec each, then dried on filter paper. 
